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Abstract. The paper considers the problem of increasing the service life
of road asphalt concrete coatings in conditions of year-round operation by
road impregnating materials protection from the effects of climatic and
operational factors. Objects of research are various domestic road
impregnating materials. The subject of research is estimation methodology
of road impregnating materials efficiency, modeling effects of the exposed
asphalt during operation in the Central Federal District. The article
proposes method of estimation of the impregnating materials resistance to
different operational factors and consistent scheme of their impact on the
object under study is proposed. We conducted comprehensive assessment
of road impregnating materials and the effect of their influence on
indicators of quality of asphalt concrete and proposed the mechanism of
action to protect road impregnating materials.

1 Introduction
Traffic safety largely depends on the quality of the road surface. Providing year-round
defect-free operation of the automobile road is possible by the implementation of the
coating protection from the effects of climatic and operational factors or the decrease of
their role in the aging of the coating.
Currently the protection technology of asphalt concrete with latex impregnation is
widespread, but no mention of the use of anhydrous impregnating compositions to protect
asphalt concrete exists.
This work considers the waterless road impregnating materials (RIM) [1] which are the
effective technology solution allowing to protect road asphalt concrete coverings from
negative impacts of natural and technogenic character that provides decrease in resource
intensity of their operation. Their main objective is to fill time and microcracks of a
covering, to give it hydrophobic properties, and, according to a number of producers, to
rejuvenate bitumen as a part of an asphalt concrete covering.
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According to the developed concept of road economy development in Russia till 2030
and the passport of the "Safe and Qualitative Roads" project approved by council under the
President of the Russian Federation for strategic development and priority projects by 2025
85% of a road network of 37 largest agglomerations have to be brought to a standard state,
by 2030 the formation of a framework of speedways have to be completed [2]. And it
means, the road-building branch should make a lot for achievement of objectives.
In such conditions, the main objective of branch – using preventive technologies to keep
the existing road network of the country in the trouble-free working condition. And it is
necessary to make it quickly, cheap, technologically simply and surely effectively.
Time is ruthless to highways. Under the influence of set of aggressive factors of the
external environment and dynamically increasing transport loading, system weakening and
violation of structural communications in an asphalt concrete framework at a stage of
commissioning of the object is observed. Such destructive processes are initiated under the
influence of oxidizing reactions in bitumen as a result of which brittle properties increase
and adhesive indicators of organic knitting decrease. Visually these processes are shown in
the form of peeling, chipping with loss of thickness of a coat layer, formation of cracks that
consistently leads to emergence of critical defects of asphalt pavements of highways [3].
Today an effective preventive method of preservation of a covering and extension of
service life is processing of his surface with the road impregnating materials (RIM). A main
objective of use of such compositions is the formation of a strong, dense protective layer
steady against influence of moisture and attrition from wheels of motor transport which is
characterized by high adhesion to an asphalt concrete covering and penetrating ability [413]. The relevance of their application in road-building branch became the driver for the
market of the RIM in Russia. The analysis of production of this segment has shown that its
range is widely presented by the imported compositions as well as their domestic analogs.
The normative document regulating their quality is ODM [1].

2 Theory
According to theoretical premises [14,15,16,17,18,19], the use of the RIM on highways has
to prolong life cycle of asphalt pavement with the minimum amount of defects. The
operation principle of the RIM in this case is that after drawing on a surface, it gets deep
into coverings, forming on it a thin film. The use of the rejuvenating and combined
impregnating structures leads to change of properties of organic binders, thereby, improves
properties of asphalt concrete in a top layer of a covering [1]. In a general view the effect of
use of impregnating materials (figures 1,2), has to be in weakening of impact on a covering
of adverse climatic factors, increase in corrosion resistance, increase in resistance to
abrasion and improvement of low-temperature properties of asphalt concrete.
However in practice we know the cases of peeling of a covering surface after drawing
impregnations, easing and crumbling of gravel grains out of the top asphalt concrete layer,
etc. What is the reason of it?
In this case the classical principle of double standards is observed. Serious requirements
are imposed to the binding substance for asphalt concrete: high heat resistance and
temperature of fragility, compatibility with stone material, the minimum aging, a significant
amount of various viscosity of organic binders, corresponding to the requirements, and
imitating its behavior in various working conditions. But, when there is a question of the
impregnating materials performing function of the protective layer perceiving all weight of
operational and climatic factors it is enough to define such indicators as: conditional
viscosity, uniformity, adhesion for the RIM and change of water saturation and durability at
50оС of core samples taken from a covering before drawing the RIM.
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Fig. 1. The influence mechanism of protecting RIM on an asphalt concrete covering.

Fig. 2. The influence mechanism of rejuvenating RIM on an asphalt concrete covering.

Therefore, we can explain the periodically received unsatisfactory result as there are no
indicators allowing to estimate efficiency of impregnations in dynamics. Unfortunately,
there are no specified requirements in a segment of road impregnating materials. And what
is the cornerstone in choosing the RIM on the basis of which it is possible to recommend
the use of the same impregnating material on the objects located in the Arctic and southern
road zone? In search of answers to these questions, the group of authors has offered the
assessment technique of the RIM efficiency modeling the influences experienced by an
asphalt concrete covering during its operation in Central Federal District of the Russian
Federation.

3 Materials and Method
For an error exception, preliminary sample preparation has been executed. The washer
samples of asphalt concrete of type B prepared in vitro on a gyrator were exposed to a
research. From received, in the course of compression, cylindrical samples middle parts
were cut namely samples of a washer (figure 3) which then were dried up.
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Fig. 3. A washer sample before and after processing with the RIM.

The prepared samples became covered with impregnating materials (Chem-Crete, Brit,
Silkout, GEKOS (GKS)), according to the recommendations of the producer (on 9
samples). Drawing was carried out by a brush in several stages. Further samples were in
identical conditions at a temperature of 20 0С within 3 days for formation of a protective
film on their surface. Then, the effectiveness ratio of impregnating materials was
determined by a technique [1].

K the efficiency of impregnation =

Wwithout treatment

Wwith the proces sin g RIM

,

(1)

where W without processing – water saturation of the control samples which aren't covered
with the RIM, %
W with processing with the PDM – water saturation of the samples covered with the RIM, %

4 Results and Discussion
The obtained data are presented in figure 4.

Fig. 4. Change of effectiveness ratio of the RIM under the influence of set of the natural factors
simulated in laboratory.

For assessment of resistance of impregnating materials to various factors the following
consecutive scheme of impact on samples has been offered.
The samples covered with the RIM:
• were explored on water penetration under pressure;
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• were saturated with water within the 24 hours period;
• were exposed to incubation at a temperature of 60 °C within 96 hours up to the
constant weight;
• were frozen/thawed alternately for 10 cycles at a temperature of -20 °C;
• maintaining effectiveness ratio was estimated after a series of influences;
• were incubating during 1 hour at a temperature of 20 °C and temperature of 0 °C (3
samples on each test);
• were tested on durability at compression on forming, R’.
Each point of an experiment imitates certain operational conditions:
• Water penetration – impact of a wheel on a covering in the presence of moisture on it
(effect of hydroplaning). It has been established that not all considered impregnations form
a strong and waterproof layer on a covering, as a result of test such samples were saturated
with water;
• Incubating – an experiment lasted for 4 days at a temperature of 60 °C, however in the
territory of Russia there are a lot of Federation subjects where summer temperatures warm
a covering of the highway to higher rates;
• Freezing/thawing – the most adverse period for asphalt concrete is transition through
0°C. As it has become clear, it is quite a destructive period for impregnating materials as
well (fig. 5).

Fig. 5. A surface of the asphalt concrete samples covered with the RIM after the influence of the
natural factors simulated in laboratory.

As it is clear from the figure on a surface of the samples covered with impregnations
(two samples on the right), after a cycle of tests cracks have appeared. It is obvious that at
more rigid and long cycles of freezing/thawing the intensity of crack formation on a surface
of a covering will increase.
An interesting point is effectiveness ratio assessment after cycles of the described
influences (figure 4). Apparently, it has considerably decreased. Moreover, according to the
obtained data, water saturation of a number of the samples covered with impregnations has
considerably increased rather than control series. And the efficiency of impregnations in the
simulated conditions causes doubts.
The analysis of presented data (figure 6), illustrates the change of ultimate strength of
the samples covered with the RIM on split at a temperature of 20 °C after influence cycles.
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R/ k and R k ultimate strength on split of the control samples which have undergone and not having
been exposed to the simulated influences, respectively
Fig. 6. Influence of the RIM and the simulated factors on asphalt concrete durability at 20 °C.

It is clear from the figure that the samples which weren't covered with the RIM and
exposed to water and differences of temperatures (R/ k ) are characterized by the largest
durability in comparison with samples of a control series (R k ) which was in water at a
temperature of 20 °C within 1 hour, and concerning samples covered with the RIM. It is
obvious that in the course of test, bitumen in their structure has aged, and this promoted the
growth of strength indicators.
Analyzing the samples covered with the RIM they can conventionally be divided
according to the influence on properties of asphalt concrete: keeping strength indicators at
the level of control samples (R k ) and reducing them considerably.
As a result of the conducted researches it is established that not all the RIM can
effectively perform protective function when drawing on a covering of highways. The lack
of knowledge of material behavior in specific operational conditions can cause troubles,
connected not only with reduction of service life of an asphalt concrete covering, but also it
premature withdrawal of an operational state.

5 Conclusion
On the basis of all above, it is possible to conclude:
• For assessment of efficiency of the RIM only static short-term tests for definition of
water saturation of samples aren’t sufficient.
• It is necessary to develop research techniques modeling complex influence of natural
factors (long water saturation, freezing/thawing, high temperatures) typical for the region of
the RIM use.
• Insufficiently investigated RIM are capable to reduce service life of an asphalt
concrete covering, as well as to prematurely take it out of service.
The analysis of the conducted researches has shown that there is need of improvement
of assessment technique of RIM efficiency and accumulation of information on their
behavior in aggressive conditions imitating operational ones typical for of all road climatic
zones. In selecting one or the other impregnating material it is necessary to have a rather
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exact forecast of its behavior in conditions of high or low temperature conditions, at long
moistening, and the subsequent freezing. And only then, at implementation of the abovestated requirements, road impregnating materials will become "the reliable defender" of
highway coverings.
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